
Identify learning trends, gaps, and growth
The Insight Dashboards bring your data into focus so you can get the answers needed to 

drive instructional decisions. Know at a glance if students are mastering the standards, 

where learning gaps exist, and where you need to focus your intervention efforts.  Role-

based views provide data across a grade, class, school, or entire district so you get a 

complete picture of student progress and proficiency. 

Analyze depth of learning for all students
With Insight Dashboards, you have instant access to both real-time and historical 

proficiency data on every level. Review depth of understanding and pinpoint 

misconceptions and competencies to quickly see when to stay the course or pivot to 

accelerate, differentiate, or remediate instruction. 

Facilitate meaningful conversations with 
students and families
Detailed activity and proficiency by standards reports let educators help students 

set learning goals and support educators in facilitating meaningful, data-backed 

conversations with students and families about learning progress. 

DreamBox Learning® Math Insight Dashboards provide a  

continuous view into learning as it happens so you can... 

DreamBox Learning Math 
New! Insight Dashboards
Your students have a deeper understanding of math.  
Now you have a deeper understanding of your students. 
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Administrator Insights Dashboard:  
District Reports

Specific, measureable, and actionable data on learning trends make it easy to evaluate 

instructional programming and understand student preparedness for high-stakes assessments.

• Learning Growth Over Time: Assess, at-a-glance, the relationship between instructional 

time with DreamBox and learning progress. Use this report to identify schools following 

best practice and where additional support is needed.

• Learning Growth By Grade: Identify where greater support is needed and where to look 

for best practices by comparing learning trends at each grade level within a school and 

across a school district.  

• Learning Growth By Schools: Compare trends in usage and learning growth across your 

schools to gain insights into progress students are making toward learning goals.  Use this 

report to illuminate specific schools that are on target to meet learning goals and those 

where additional support is needed.

Get insight into how 

time in DreamBox 

has a direct impact 

on student learning 

outcomes.  
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Administrator Insights Dashboard:  
School Reports

Instant access to real-time and historical growth data enables you to quickly recognize and 

monitor school-wide learning trends with the measurable and actionable insights across 

grades and classrooms needed to drive meaningful instructional change.

• Learning Growth By Grade: Know where to target intervention efforts by comparing 

learning trends across each grade level. 

• Learning Growth by Classroom: Understand how instructional time is impacting learning 

outcomes by comparing trends in usage and learning growth across classrooms. 

Grade 1 students 

spending an average 

of 90 minutes a  

week in DreamBox 

have experienced 

45% growth!  

“The wide range of learners in each classroom makes it difficult to know 

where each student is in their learning. To really be proactive in meeting 

all of our students' needs, we have access to data, and we also need to 

see quickly what that data means.”

—Teegan von Burn, Assistant Principal, Carlton Innovation School, MA 
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Teacher Insights Dashboard:  
Classroom Reports 

In-the-moment data provides you with information about what skills students have mastered, 

are in the process of learning, struggling to understand, or have not attempted. Empowered 

with these insights, you can quickly see when to stay the course or pivot to accelerate, 

differentiate, or remediate.

• Classroom Overview: See student progress and proficiency across all classrooms and 

for individual students. Performance indicators help you identify who needs additional 

attention quickly. 

•  Standards Proficiency: See what students have mastered, are in the process of learning, 

or are struggling to understand at each of your specific regional standards. Differentiate 

instruction more effectively by using this report to create learning groups or to adjust whole 

class instruction.

• Student Activity: See specific lessons students are completing to understand which 

strategies students are developing to solve problems. Use this report to surface 

opportunities for intervention or to congratulate progress. 

• Student usage: See the amount of time students play DreamBox and the number of lessons 

completed. Use this report to monitor the time students spend learning with DreamBox 

both in school and out of school and how it relates to student progress.

Differentiate 

instruction based on 

where students are  

in their learning. 

Create small learning 

groups based on 

learning progress.  
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Teacher Insights Dashboard:  
Student Reports

The DreamBox Learning Teacher Insights Dashboard provides educators with a deeper 

understanding of their students by providing insight into how a student is constructing 

meaning, forming understanding, and making learning decisions in the process of 

learning. This depth empowers educators to adjust instruction in the moment, deliver 

highly personalized learning opportunities, and have more conversations with students 

and families.

• Student Overview: Provide insights into each student's self-directed learning choices and 

math understanding. Use this report to help students set learning goals and have data-

backed conversations about learning progress.

• Standards Proficiency: See learning progress and proficiency against the standards 

at-a-glance.  Know when to intervene and when to offer congratulations with detailed 

knowledge of what standards a student has mastered and where they are struggling. 

• Student Usage: Help students become self-directed learners by understanding how they 

are spending their instructional time, both in class and out-of-school time.

“Nothing has 

helped our teachers 

collaborate more than 

the data DreamBox 

Learning Math  

provides every day." 

— Aimee Brady, 
 Assistant Principal, 
 Ries Elementary School, NV

Experience DreamBox Learning Math Insight 
Dashboards in your school or district. 
Call 877.451.7845 to request a demo.

Check in with Luca 

on this lesson. Play 

the demo lesson 

to understand the 

strategy and how 

Luca is developing in 

order to provide in-

the-moment feedback 

based on activity. This 

report is available at 

the class level too!
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